
Player Role Info Action

Sherlock3 Anokata Blame: Holmes slanders Holmes

BS: Interrogate Conia (failed)

Dus Gin Slander: pofa and xpon

Investigate:

Abs is disguised as Jodie (false)

Abs is disguised as Camel (false)

Abs is disguised as Akai (false)

Schillok is disguised as Akai (false)

Breva interrogates Pofa (true)

Parkur Vermouth(Ja
mes)

-

PhoenixTears Pisco *tricked* -

Akonyl Calvados -

pofa Korn *slandered* Stake-out: PT - was discombobulated, 

Investigated

nomemory Tequila -

Edogawa Akemi Lover Kill: xcommando (pinned to a bed with a 

sword)

Steal: shin_ichi - Car-keys

Holmes Shiratori Blamed:

Holmes slanders 

Holmes

*slandered**

Investigate:

shin_ichi01 slandered Conia. (false)

Conia invastigated Yurikochan (false)

Schillok Interrogated Abs. (false)

xpon Yumi *tricked*

*slandered*

*Gun stolen*

Investigate:

breva investigate xpon (failed)

kain kill xcommando (failed)

Shin_ichi01 James

Kobayashi

*Car-Keys stolen*

meme Akai -

Schillok Kir Betray: Gin used Investigate

Got info that all FBI are in the game since 

Dus was added.

Paix672 Yusaku Interrogate: pofa - Not BO

breva Kogoro Interrogate: pofa - Not BO

xcommando Haibara *dies*

Conia Makoto *traveling*

Kain Eisuke Lover Discombobulates: xpon

Commi-Ninja Asami Discombobulate: PT

Abs. Ayumi -

Yurikochan Genta -

CTU 1412(Camel) Steal: xpon - got a Gun

Observe: Tommy - Teenager

DT Heiji Investigate:

PhoenixTears slanders PhoenixTears (false)
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PhoenixTears slanders PhoenixTears (false)

Commi-Ninja slanders Commi-Ninja (false)

Akonyl slanders Akonyl (false)

Schillok slanders Schillok (false)

KTV slanders KainTheVamp. (false)

Sakina Jodie Observe: Akonyl - Adult

Note: actions with 2 stars, like *slandered** is a blamed action.

Comment:

Note: I was in the PM list with the BO. So I knew what they planed etc.

Decided to put in Dus as a BO. Random voted for him being Gin (I didn't decide that!)

Reasons for him being BO: Town/BO lover, a strong Eisuke/Akemi combo that can manipulate the 

BO a lot + lovey-dovey in the game. Also, Kogoro was sober from  the start. They also had a house 

search police officer + DBs + Haibara + 2 other interrogators + Yusakus Deduction etc. So, a lot 

spoke for Dus becoming a BO. Thing that spoke against it was Tequila. But I thought that the lovers 

are more dangerous and a bigger influence than Tequila.

Two interrogations were done on Pofa. First, she wasn't slandered. And wasn't planed to be 

slandered (I think they wanted to slander PhoenixTears).

But breva told Dus that she'll interrogate Pofa, which isn't a bad plan at all, since she was Kogoro 

and sober. So she could and did analyze her interrogation.

But bad luck, that Paix also interrogated Pofa at that time. Probably a problem why breva wasn't 

believed so much later on.

Holmes was blamed for slandering himself. Detective Tommy did random investigations on player 

slanders himself. With bad luck, Detective Tommy would have thought Holmes is a BO D:

CTU observed Tommy. Meaning, he could just be disguised. So, he was on a good lead to find an ally. 

He also stole from xpon and got a Gun. But he thought he's a BO because of that, which lead him to 

vote for xpon too.

Commi discombobulated PhoenixTears. Could have hindered a BO killing in case PT would have killed 

that time! PT wouldn't have known that. But Pofa used stake-out and knew that. Was lucky. 

Especially since PT said to Commi that commi could have discombobulated her, in which commi 

seemed to have panicked, which made PT think Commi actually tricked her (which later lead to the 

special investigate, that Commi tricked PT). A combination of luck and strategy (talkign to Commi)

The fact that PT could say that her night action was tricked (tho she was Pisco and didn't do 

anything), made her less suspicious of being Pisco.

Xpon investigated "breva investigates xpon". Not sure if there was a miscommunication? But xpon 

was suspicious of breva afterward. Maybe because of that?

Holmes did some random investigations. Better than nothing when you don't have time. But wasn't 

lucky with any of that :/

Edogawa(Akemi) killed xcommand(Haibara)… I totally had to laugh! Because that happened before! 

And Akonyl was all like: "I don't believe in coincidence!" because he was Calvados again and before 

he was all DBs in a row etc. Just great XD

Pofa used stake-out and was lucky :)

Dus investigated if someone was disguised as Akai/Jodie/Camel. Since they knew from 

Vermouth/James that there is someone strange.

He also investigated breva, since she said she'll interrogate. Which revealed to the BO that she 
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Will

Schillok:

If anyone is reading these lines it means that they found and killed me. Since I can't be sure who 
will find this letter I have to be careful not to endanger anyone else.

Yes, it was me who persuaded the organisation members to get on the ship. This is our best chance 
to get them all once and for all, since they have no chance of escape now. There are at least 7 of 

them here. The person called "Dus" arrived too late, so I can not be sure if he is the 8th member of 
the organisation or on my side. 

They should not know that I am on the ship myself - they think I stayed at the harbor, but I guess 
my death proved that I was wrong with that assumption. 

Please be careful everyone: They have 3 capsules of a deadly experimental poison with them and 
they can make more of it when they confirm that it is working like they hope. So be careful with 

what you eat and drink... (it is only lethal when indigested).

They will probably give up using it when they failed to kill with it a few times. So be aware!

As expected, Gin is on board. I just saw him, investigating. What and whom, I have no idea, I 
couldn't risk to get too close.

But at least I am sure now that he is here. And I also know now that no one stopped him from doing 
his evil deeds (whatever they might be).

Finally... I want to be buried on solid ground. To my beloved brother: You have to live through all of 
this! Stay alive and visit my grave once in a while! I am sure my death will not have been for nothing 

in the end.

Hondo Hidemi

xpon

bloodie pirates! cant you feel symphatize to a broken hearted cupid. damn you! dont kill me on the 

first night / first day. let me enjoy the wind for a while.

Pre-orders

CTU

Day 1:

Lynch: Xpon

Night 2:

Steal Commi-Ninja

observe: PT

He also investigated breva, since she said she'll interrogate. Which revealed to the BO that she 

can't be Hakuba and that she doesn't have a partner and probably didn't switch roles/information.

Sherlock used BS to interrogate Conia (that's why the failed is behind that, bit you don't get BS 

results). If she would have said to someone that she interrogated Conia and got a result, it would 

look bad for her. Since Conai was Makoto and not on board yet! So she could have been find out as 

Anokata because of that. She didn't seem to have told that to anyone, so, had luck there.

Shin_ichi01 didn't use First Aid D:
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Phase Change

Night 1 started
The people were excited on the ship. Most were awake almost the whole night. Finally, everyone 

returned into their cabin and were sleeping (alone or not <3).

Kleene: "Time to go to sleep too, Jack"

Jack: "Yes sir! Good night!"

The morning sun was rising. Captain Kleene Onigiri was already awake and watching the rising sun 

reflecting in the sea. The sky had a great, blood like color.

Kleene: "Ahh.. what a nice morni--" D:

"KYAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!"

Kleene: "or not... Jack?! What happened?!"

Jack came rushing to Captain Kleene Onigiri: "I don't know captain! I just took my patrol around the 

ship and heard the scream!"

Kleene: "Oh jeez. I bet someone has just a headache from all that drinking last night... they tried to 

beat me, tz. Amateurs."

Jack: "Uhm... Captain... I think it's serious. That scream was horrifying."

Kleene: "You think so? Fine, let's check it out then... what a bother."

Kleene and Jack checked out the rooms and found a lot of people assembling in front of one of the 

rooms.

Jack: "Out of the way! Out of the way! Let us through!"

Kleene: "Geez. Why are you guys screaming around... what happen-- WHOA!"

Entering the room, Kleene and Jack could see a small body lying on the bed. It wasn't a pleasant 

sight. The small fragile body was pierced by a big sword through her chest and pinned to the bed. 

The blanked was covered in a darkish red color, dried blood. 

Looks like the victim was taken by surprise, since there were no indicators of a fight. The small 

person was already sleeping it seems, since she was already dressed for bed. But she also has her 

eyes wide open, tear flowing down her cheek. Which means she saw her murderer. 

People outside: "Who is it? Who did such a horrible thing?"

Some of them are crying. Others are pale and shacking. And some people seem to want to get a 

glimpse on the corpse, without showing much emotion.

Kleene: "Let me check who that is..." Kleene goes nearer to the victim taking a closer look to 

identify the body.

Kleene: "I see... poor girl... it's Haibara(xcommando)... now... who did this horrible thing on my ship?! 

Did you guys drink too much? Jack!"

Jack: "Yes?"

Kleene: "Bring me a drink! I need one, now!"

Jack: "Uh... yes sir!"

Kleene: "Everyone else, meet me on the deck! Someone will pay for this! And for the ruined bed 

too!"

Hint:

Haibara was killed by her sister Akemi. The sword was suggested by the BO, so not a hint. Haibara 

was surprised but saw her killer, that's why she was crying. Tho, crying can also just be because you 

died. But was a true hint on Akemi being the killer.
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